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The Smart Test Management Platform for ERP & Enterprise Cloud Applications

An AI-enhanced testing platform for ERP and enterprise cloud applications, that combines cross-functional business process testing with smart change analysis, resulting in reducing your test cycles by 85% and accelerating digital transformation with zero risk.

ONE PLATFORM

Orchestrate and streamline in one unified platform all test management activities: requirements, test planning, test execution, defect management, and real-time test monitoring.

BUSINESS CENTRIC

Boost UAT by mirroring end-to-end scenarios in a collaborative testing workflow and automate business process testing documentation.

ZERO RISK

Eliminate risk and uncertainty with AI-powered Change Analysis to know exactly what (not) to test for optimized test coverage without compromising on quality.

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

Gain real-time visibility and smart insights so you can make informed decisions and remove testing bottlenecks.

SIMPLY SaaS

Deploy in minutes and onboard in hours. Easy-to-use and intuitive SaaS solution that creates a seamless experience for both business & IT teams.
TEST PLANNING

- Effortless test cases migration: Automatic import of existing test cases from any format.

- Enable cross-functional business process testing: Test scenarios reflecting end-to-end business process sequence with individual assignment for every step.

- Optimize your testing scope: Smart change analysis pinpoints impacted business process scenarios and tells you what (not) to test.
**TEST EXECUTION**

- **Manage collaborative and sequenced business process testing**: Automatic notifications and ‘pass the baton’ mechanism, designed specifically for business process testing acceleration.

- **Real-time insights**: With embedded reports and charts (Testing progress, Plan vs. Actual, etc.)

- **Automatic test documentation**: Capture all screenshots and detailed interactions performed by testers. Record test evidence in SAP ECC, S/4, HANA®, FIORI apps, SuccessFactors, Oracle ERP and ERP Cloud, Salesforce, ServiceNow, Workday, and any other web or desktop application.
TEST AUTOMATION

- Test run acceleration: Leverage recordings to automatically replay end-to-end scenarios with different data sets.
- Orchestrate manual and automated tests in one platform: Integrate test automation tools, synchronize test automation library, trigger execution and get results - all in Panaya.
SMART DEFECT MANAGEMENT

- **Closed-loop defect management:** Automatic workflow between testers and developers secures retesting and ensure defect closure.

- **Control and prevent defect inflation:** With system-wide defect alerts for open defects that might affect other test scenarios.

- **Automatic reproducible steps for developers:** Detailed screenshots and instructions are automatically included in the defect to accelerate resolution.

- **Real-time insights:** With embedded reports for open defect progress, priority, status and more.
REAL-TIME VISIBILITY

- **Track and share real-time progress**: With user-friendly customized dashboards.

- **Stay connected on-the-go**: With the dashboard mobile app, so that you never miss project updates.

- **Perform advanced report analysis**: With detailed list views, including customized filters, column selections, and grouping capabilities to gain maximum insights from your project activities.
ENTERPRISE-GRADE CAPABILITIES

- **Automate project updates and provide real-time alerts to key stakeholders:** With an automation rules center that lets you create custom workflows for your projects.

- **Fit your needs:** With customizations of fields, workflows, user roles, etc.

- **Stay compliant:** Enable e-signature within regulated cycles for test design and test execution approvals. Benefit from a full audit trail and traceability between requirements, tests and defects.

- **Scale enterprise testing excellence:** Make IT and business methodologies converge in the same platform by streamlining testing processes and supporting the implementation of quality process initiatives (TCoE, Testing factory, etc.)
RECOGNIZED LEADER BY G2
Tools for ERP Enterprise Test Management Software

SHISEIDO

The solution allows us to accelerate transformation while maintaining the superior quality our customers expect.

— Francois Keet, Vice President, Business Transformation

LAPEYRE

We needed a high level of automation and seamless collaboration between headquarters and offshore teams to accelerate testing.

— Sebastien Giraud, Delivery & Test Manager

DHL

With Panaya Test Dynamix, our users have a system that they’re happy with, that improves their day-to-day job, and doesn’t create them issues or headaches.

— Tim Mallet, Global Test Manager, CoE— Oracle ERP

TERUMO

Before Panaya, I would spend a lot of time supporting testing efforts. Ever since Panaya, I don’t have to. Panaya is so intuitive that this task has just disappeared.

— Pieter Tombeur, IT Manager Compliance & Validation

FUJIFILM

Panaya gives us control over testing, offers online reports, and delivers complete visibility of activities. This means I can resolve problems in real-time.

— Gilmar Enrique Pacheco Zamora, Project Manager Mexico

By automatically capturing screens, we probably save 50% of our test time per test. As a result, we’ve been able to work on projects that we wouldn’t be able to otherwise.

— Campbell Kay, IT Manager
Panaya enables organizations to accelerate application change and continuously deliver innovation with its Change Intelligence Platform. Panaya provides cloud-based application delivery and testing solutions that ensure collaboration between Business and IT. Enabling enterprise agility with faster release velocity and uncompromising quality, Panaya delivers an optimized user experience with end-to-end visibility of the application lifecycle. Since 2006, 3,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have been using Panaya to deliver quick quality change to enterprise ERP & CRM applications.
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